APG’s Custom & Bespoke range delivers a cash drawer tailored to fit the exact needs of leading retailers worldwide. For over 40 years we have developed solutions to every type of cash handling problem encountered at the Point of Sale. From enhanced security options, to different insert configurations and specially adapted cash drawers to fit unique PoS designs, there is always a solution available to pick from to meet your requirements.

The SL3000 has been designed to withstand the most hostile of retail environments thanks to its heavy duty design, delivering a prolonged operational life. The high capacity insert is suitable for use with the majority of European currencies, with additional storage beneath the insert. Chosen by leading retailers around the world, the SL3000 is the ideal solution for many retail verticals.

**Highly Durable**

Featuring a very robust steel construction with steel ball bearing runners for a prolonged operational life, therefore it is suitable for the busiest of retail environments.

**Functional**

The removable ABS insert and optional lockable lid allows for easy and secure transportation of coins and notes to the back office.

**High Capacity**

The removable insert can accommodate 8 coins and 4/5 notes. Extra deep coin cups allow for a substantial quantity of cash to be stored within the drawer.

**Additional Media Storage**

Two media posting slots, posting underneath the insert, provide an extra storage area for high value notes and other types of media, increasing the adaptability of the drawer.
Solutions to Meet Every Retailers Requirements:

SL3000 Specifications:

- **Size:** 446 x 410 x 107 mm (W x D x H)
- **Construction:** Robust steel construction with steel ball bearing runners and quick release tray for easy maintenance
- **Cycle life:** Tested to a minimum of one million operations
- **Warranty:** One year warranty
- **Colour:** Available in a wide range of colours
- **Interface:** Hard wired or multi-voltage interfaces compatible with all EPOS systems
- **Microswitch:** Drawer status microswitch
- **Fixing:** Bolt down facility in base Optional under counter mounting bracket
- **Insert:** Removable ABS insert with 8 high capacity coin and 4/5 layflat note compartments with hard wearing note clips Optional lockable lid for the insert Optional weighable coin cups An insert can be designed to fit the retailers exact requirements
- **Media:** 2 media slots, posting under the insert, providing an additional media storage area
- **Currencies:** Accepts the majority of European currencies (Euro, Sterling and many others)
- **Lock option:** 3 function lock: Electronic open, manual open & deadlock
- **Key options:** 3 position 75 series random lock (200 combinations) with 2 keys Alike keys are also available
- **Security options:** High security lock or no lock High security hasp to secure drawer from prise attack
- **Weight:** 12 kg
- **Environment:** Operating +0° C to 40° C, Non-operating storage/shipping -30° to +50° C
- **Regulatory compliance:** This cash drawer carries the CE and WEEE logos

Contact our Sales team at:
Tel: + 44 1273 616300
Email: sales@eu.cashdrawer.com